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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to study the spectrum of hich 

energy protons that have been inelastically scattered from carbon. 

In particular, it will be shown that this spectrum depends in a 

rather direct way upon the momentum distribution of particles 

within the target.nucleus. Thus, by comparison with experimental 

data on scattering, it is possible to test various assumptions for 

this distribution and thereby gain. some knowledge of the ground 

state of tne carbon nucleus. 

To illustrate the method.a simple problem, that of scattering 

from a harmonically bound particle, is solved first. ·· Tll.is 

calculation embodies many of the important features of scattering 

from the carbon nucleus and, in addition, possesses the advantage 

of being soluble directly (at least in Born approximation) since 

the harmonic oscillator wave functions and matrix elements are 

known. Comparison of results obtained in the two ways then gives 

some idea of the validity of the approximations used and also 

provides further insight into the mechanism of the scattering 

process. 

The second part Of the paper deals with the more complicated 

problem of scattering from the nucleus. In this section the method 

illustrated before is used to obtain formulae for the energy spectra 

of protons scattered at various angles from carbon. Finallyj by 

making various assumptions about the momentum distribution in the 



nucleus, we attempt to fit what experimental data is availa~l• 

thereby testing the theory and also providing soae informatien &I 

to which momentum distribution is moet accept&,leo 

. Io METHOD AND ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM 

Consider a harmonically bound particle (coordinate~~ 

Hamiltonian H
0

) ~ initially in the ground sta~e j which is being 

bombarded by another of the same mass whose coordinate is labelled 

~o Furthermore, assume th~t a potential V acts between the two 

and let the incoming momentum..P. P, be large enough that scatterings 

induced by this potential can be described in the Born approximationo 

Finally, assume that the incoming particle is unaffected by the 

oscillator potential which binds the othero This system, which will 

serve as an illustration of the method, is about the simplest 

imaginable which represents, even crudelyj the interaction of a 

fast nucleon with a neutron or proton within the nucleuso 
' 

Our problem~ then, is to obtain (in so far as possible) a 

formula, involving only the ground state of the harmonic oscillator, 

Which describe~ the energy distribution of the scattered particleso 

To do this consider the total current of particles scattered in 

the direction ~ ("'it is a unit vector in the direction of 

observation)o It is 



r~ 

I:_ =...-· 

2 

(1ik /M) 
n 

or~ in a self-evident matrix notation, 

dt' err; 
0 0 

Here 

2 2 
. ii ~ j')Jil = ~2 2 ~ ~ 

n p /2M = (E = E ) , k ~ k e ~ 
. n o n n 

the ·"\" 8.s are wave functions of the particle bound in the . n 

oscillator potential, and En :: ( n + ~ )hb) where 'W is the 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

frequencyo In what follows it will be shown that it is possible 

to transform J, which is a sum of the form 



-...' 

into an integral 

\ F (q) \ 
2 

("flq/M) dq 
(4) 

where q has replaced ~ and . \ F(q)\ 
2 

may be interpreted as 

the probability of scattering into the differential momentum 

interval dq. Furthermore~ the original requirement will be 

satisfied because \ F(q) \ 
2 

depends only upon the ground state 

wave function of the bombarded system and thus a formula for the 

energy distribution will have been obtained that does not invo1~e 

any of the excited states. 

In order to perform the transformation which eliminates 

these excited states the first step will be to carr,y out the sum 

ov~ ~For instance$ if there were no n dependence in the term 
i ~or -r 1 

e 0 0 (1lkn/M) this could be done immediately to give 

Of couree, i:q. the present case such a simple procedure is not 

possible. What will be done instead is to expand 
....).. ~ 

i ~or =rw 
~· 0 0 (iik /M) .· n . 

(5) 

into c;t. power ~eries in (En - E
0
). This gives rise to a sequence 

. . 
of sums of the form. 



each of which can be summed to giTe zero-zero matrix eleinents •t 

products and/ or commutators of H
0 

and V. Fer example, it we _ 
~ ...A 

let p 1 ~ p e , the :first three terms in the expansion are 

e 

~ ~ 
i k •r -r' n o o t\'1 p/M) 

In the :first term there is no n dependence and the sum can be 

evaluated as was done in equation (5). The second term gives 

_which, by the usual rules of matrix multiplication» is 

' ' ~ "" ' ~ 

~(r0) (80 , V(r~)>00 (7) 

By .the -same method the higher sums are easily found to be 

(8) 



,it 

'•' 
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\' 

'l;v on(r0 )(En-E0 )
3 Vno(r~) - ~V(r0), H

0
)(H0 , (H0 , V(r~))? 

00 

(CJ) 

and so forth. This expansion is now substituted back~ term-by=~erm, 

into equation {2). The first term is merely 

The second, which is more complicated, is 

The commutator appearing here is easily found to be 

To evaluate these derivatives fourier analyze V(r6-r1) and 

~0(r1), i.e., write 

{10) 

(11) 

(12) 



.• 
(19) 

This is not an unreasonable way to calculate the integral since 

the square of the fourier transform of ~ determines the 
. 0 

. momentum distributio.n which we wish to appear in the final formula. 

Substituting the transforms back into equation (11) gives 

2 2 
- (M/2rl ) 

2 
1/p 

~ ---lt.. 
Now, b,y·making the change of variables R : r~-r0 , all the 

. ~ 

(14) 

integrations except that over R can be performed easily to give 

2 2 
= (M/Zlrli ) 

(15) 

In exactly the same way the contribution to the current from 
o;• ~,.·..--~. ' ·-· 

the third term in equation (6) can be calculated. It is' 



Unfortunately, the higher terms in the expansion (eqo (6)) cannet 

be evaluated in this simple ma~er .since they alwa;re inTalue 

commutators of the fora (H
0

, (V(r
0
), H

0
)) which will contain 

derivatives· of the Hamiltonian, H
0

o However, if the series conver!es 

well (convergence willbe discusMd later), the first three tel"'ls 

should be adequate to determine J o They are 

(17) 



· .. 

!' 

again to give the original e except th&t in it · 

2 ..llo.~ 

(k + 2 ko...l). This 

· simplifies the formula for the current considerably and by using the 

abbreviations 

it can be written in the following compact form. 

. ..,:=......::.. 

\ \

2 \ \2 i(q-p-k)•R - ~ -. 
\ '\"'" e · ftlq/M) dJ<. dk dR 

(18) 

~ --~ The R integral gives a delta function of q=p~K$ so that 
~ ~ 

when we carry out the k integration k must be replaced 

-~ ~ throughout by p-q. Furthermore~ since q is a function of k 

a jacobian is introduced into the formula for the current. Thue 

.J becomes 

2 2 
J ~ (M/Z'Il"h ) 

....::. 

hJ
2

\vp::i 6)qfM) (1-') 
.. 

(19) 

where the term in the denominator is the jacobian and q is now 

ca19ulated from the equation 

2 2 ~2 .....::.-
q = p = ( p-q) = 2 p=q 0 .9- (20) 



.. 

;# •• 

=ll= 

·~ 

which is obtained by eliminating k . from the two relation• 

~ - . 2 2 -- l q ~ p+k and q = (p ~ k = 2 k•i.) o Equation (20) is 

particularly interesting because it is just the one that would be 

obtained by eliminating the recoil momentum, - . r, from the two 

classical conservation laws 

- .;.:.. ~ - 2 r.2 . 2 2 p+...Q.. ~ q~r ·and p-+ ..x.. = q +r 

....> 
Thus q is the momentum a particle would have after scattering 

~ 

in the direction ""t from another particle moving with momentum 1. o 

When viewed with this fact in mind the formula for the current is 

quite reasonable bec~se \ N..Q.\ 
2 

represents the probability of 

finding a momentum JL and q is just the momentum the bombarding 
~ 

particle would have after hitting another moving with~ o 

To obtain the differential cross section for scattering 

into an increment dq ·of outgoing momentum the integral in the 
. ....::... 

eurrent must be carried out over values of JL consistent with a 

constant q .• To do this rewrite equation (20) as 

q
2 ~ qp COB 9+ p.Q COB~ - qQlcos 3 COB 9 +Bin~ sin 9 COS (j6 -'Yt} 1 : 0 

where e, ¢; 

measured from 

to dq, Le.ll 

~ 

~ , 'Yl_ are the polar angles or q ani . ..2.. , both -p. Now let us make a change of variables from d~ 

d'Y) = ~ dq 0 

l dq 
A short calculation gives 



... 

\ 

~- (21) 

where 

ex = q(p cos e - q) 

~ = l<P - q cos e) 

= q~ sine 

With this change of variables the current is 

J = ( M )2 
ifi 

2"1f1f 

(22) 

The limits of integration on ,the . cos 'S integration are the 

branch points of the denominator so it can be evaluated b,y contour 

integration provided we assume \ ~ \ 2 
independent of cos ~ • 

The result is 

hnvRI2 ~ d.Q. q ~) dq 

\P ~ q\ 
(23) 

The limits on the final integration over 1. are found by requiring 

that dl\ be real for some value of cos ~ lying between -1 and 1. 
dq 



:~ 

This condition turns out to be 

' 9 - p cos ·a\ 9 

\p-::ql 

which:, incidentally, is just the restriction that would be 

obtained classicallyo For eXliiilple, if q: p cos e .the 

formula gives, as it should, the minimum value 0~ zero for l 0 

. . 

The upper limit on ~ , of course, is infinit!o · 

Before carrying out the Jl integration an exp:ression must 

be obtained for \ ~J 2 
o. In the case of the harmo~c oscillator 

. ·~ . 

this quantity is 

So the integral can be performed imfuediately to give 

2 

J = 1 ( M ) 
21f5/2 ~ 

2 2 - q (q-p cos e) 
)p - q\ 2 

(1i/Mw) . . 
.· . . . Jvp::ql2 ~q/M) q dq e 

fJ5 - if1 
(24) 

This is the final result in which, as.was mentioned previously, 

q replaces kn and 



.• 

,. ~ 
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2 

\v~\ qjp q 
p- q 

(25) 

is the differential cross sectiono Actuallyj this formUla is valid 

only when q ~ p cos e is not too large (this will become clear 

later on) so in the slowly varying terms it is within the limits 

of accuracyto replace q by p cos So This gives the somewhat 

simpler formula for the current 

2 . . 2 
ctn e~q = p cos e) (~/M~) 2 2 .·. 

\v~\ (-tlp/M)(cos e/sin e) dq 
. p-q ·. 

e 

(26) 

and a corresponding simple expression for the differential cross 

sectiono 

To gain some idea of the validity of equation (24) we will now 

solve the same problem using the known oscillator f~nctions and then . 

compare the resultso Consider a trartsition to a final state of 



., 

.• 

.. 

=15-

energy (n+ i)~w and with the scattered particle moving aW&t with 

momentum q \ct is connected with hJI :.b,. the·~nerg;y:-conservatioa law' 

The wave fUnctions of the o~eillator.are products of Hermite 

functions~ but if we choose the z1 axis along p = q the · onl.y 

·one of the Hermite functions th~t changes its quantum number during 

the scattering is tha~ having z
1 

as argument. The others integrate 

out immediately to give unity. Therefore, the matrix element, M, 

··is given by 

M::: 

where ( JM~ is the size of the ground state 

wave function for the harmonic oscillator) • By making the change 

of variables ~l =ir and using the generating function for 
0 ' 

-Hermite polynomials the matrix element is easily evaluated. Its 

square, which determines the transition probability, is 

L 
ht 2n 
, .. , 

(28) 



=16-

'• 

. 1i2 2 
For' what follows we are interested in the case 1i W ( ( !]i= 

which means that n ~ in the above ~trix element~ can be loQked 

upon as a continuous variable althoughll actually, it is discreteo 

Using this idea the current of scattered particles is found to be 

J ::: 

(29) 

where n is everywhere to be replaced by 

Since n was assumed to be fairly large Stirling 1 s formula is now 

applicable~ giving for J 

J -

(30) 



; ; 

=17-

This ratherforbidding formula can be understood somewhat better 

by expanding the term in the exponential'into a·power series in 

q - p cos e. ' 2 
If we keep only tenns up to and including.(q- p cos 9) 

it is easy to verify that J is transformed irito the following 

considerably simpler expression. 

2 2 ii 

J -
- ctn 9(q-p cos 9) M~ 2 

e · . IV -:.I (iiq/M) q dq 
2 2 ! p-q 

(p - q ) . . 

(31) 

In a similar way the formula for the differential cross section 

simplifies; namely 

(32) 

These formulas are the ones to be compared with equations (24) and 

(25). ActuallY, the two pairs of formulas are quite similar. In 

particular, if we make the · apprmp.mation q : p cos 6 in the 

slowly varyiz:!g parts of equation (31) it reduces exactly to equation 

(26) (which is the approximate form of (24)). A· better test, which 
I . 

gives some idea of the errors involved in equation (24), is to 

check the difference in position of the maximum of the differential eros+ 

section in the two cases. This difference turns out to be 



-lS-

2 . 2 2 2 k /~ p cos 9 which means a percentage error of k /4 p cos e. 
0 0 . 

For the case of scattering from carbon (as will be seen in th• 

next section) k~/p2 is about one..:tenth, so that we should expect 

errors of around five percent in our calculations of cross sections 

for nuclear scatteringo This five percent error in equation (24) 

arises, of course, because higher terms in the series (eq. (6)) 

were neglected. Indeed, by examining the convergence of this series 

we can see that this is .just the sort of accuracy to be expected. 

In this expansion (eq. (6)) we wrote 

and expanded into powers of 2M(~n = Eo) • 
. 1? 

Instead 3 we could also 

have written 

(33) 

(where E is the average energy of excitation) and then expanded 

into powers of ~ (E - E) " Actually, this last is the natural . -11 n 

expansion parameter, our only reason for using the former method 

was that it is much less cumbersome· and gives the same answer as 

the second (at least for the terms we kept in the expansion). 

Using this new parameter it is easy to estimate the size of the · 
. ...!\ _.a. 

ik .r -r' 
error by examining the fourth term in the expansion of e n ° 0 

(the expansion of ku itself converges well). If we choose --a. 
r -r 1 

0 0 



" -19-

of the order of nuclear forces and use for En - E the experimentally 

observed half-width of the spectrum, the fourth term turns out to be 

a few percent of the first three, thus giving an error of the same 

size as that estimated by comparing the two solutions of the harmonic 

oscillator problem. 

Earlier we mentioned that the connection between p, q, and 

.i (eq. (20)) is just that obtained from the classical conservation 

laws of energy and momentum by eliminating the recoil. One might 

think to improve this approximation by using somewhat different laws, 
.....:...·-~ ~ -- 2 2 2 2 2 

namely p + Jt -= q -r r and p = q + r + C(. where ()(. 

takes account of some departure from the classical equations. Such 

an approach is suggested, in the case-of scattering from carbon, by 

the Born approximation where the two outgoing particles are treated 

as plane waves and closure is used to eliminate the final states of 

the residual nucleus. Unfortunately, this procedure seems ·to give 

no better results (at least for the oscillator problem) than-the other 

method. For instance, the position of the maximum of the differential 

cross section is given in this case by 

q = p cos e [1 - ____ ot_
2
_ 

max 2 2 
- p cos e 

2 
which cannot, by any choice of cL , be brought into ag_reement with 

with the maximum obtained from equation (32) which is at 



q 
max 

= P cos e 
[

1 + }~ 2 

4 p cos e 
sin: el 
cos e 

The inference to be drawn from this fact is that equation (25) 

represents the best obtainable approximation to the differential. 

cross section which does not involve the excited states of the 

bombarded system in·an essential way. This conclusion is 

reinforced by considering the expansion (eq. (6)) in which the first 

three terms were easily calculable, and differed markedly in·· form 

from the fourth which could not be evaluated at all. 

It is interesting to note that formula (25) is just the one 

that would be obtained from the impulse approximation. Thus, the 

method we have used to derive this equatiort is useful mainly 

because it gives some idea of the errors involved and at the.same 

time indicates that the impulse approximation probably cannot be 

improved. 

This completes the disc~ssion of the harmonic oscillator 

problem. Having illustrated the method.? we will now apply it to 

the more interesting problem of th'e ~cattering of protons from 

carbon. 



=21~ 

!Io SCATTERING FROM CARBON 

For scattering from carbon the analogue of equation (1) is 

J = e X 

[ 

~-llo. 
i p-k or * n o 

~rt e 

(.34) 

where now v is the nucleon-nucleon intenaction which depends 

upon the coordinates, spins, and isotopic spins of the nucleons 

involved and the 1-': 9 s are wave functioqs for the twelve particles 
n 

which originally formed the carbon nucleu~a Actually, equation (.34) 

· is not the complete expression for the current in this case for we 

have neglected terms that arise from 9exchange collisions' in 

which the bombarding particle is stopped a.nd another particle 

driven out of the nucleuso However, these terms can be handled in 

exactly the same way as the one appeari~ in equation (.34) so in 

order to. save writing we will omit them ~ntil we get to the final 

formulas and treat equation (.34) as if i~ represented the whole 

currenta Furthermore, if we consider scattering at fairly large 

.. · 



angles (say e ') 20°) the interference terms (i 'F j) which 

appear in J only contribute appreciably for final states in 

which two of' the particles that were in the carbon are moving very 

fast (compared to nuclear velocities). However, the probability 

of' transferring large amounts of' momentum to two particles in a 

single collisio~ is small so in the following we can neglect the 

interference terms. With this simplification, equation (34) can 

be rewritten as 

J ... 

(35) 

Incidentally, it should not be inferred from what was said above 

that the interference terms are always unimportant for they give 

the exclusion effects which modify the forward scattering. For 

example, using the Fermi mod~l of' the nucleus it is easy to 

verify that they cut the scattering cross .section to zero in the 

forward direction. . 

The Hamiltonian, H , of' the carbon nucleus is the sum of' 
0 

two terms, T
0 

and V
0

, which represent the kin~tic and potential 

energy respectively. In the previous calculation for scattering 

from a harmon~cally bound particle the commutator (V, H0 ); which 

entered equations (7), (B), (9), and (11), was :equal to (V, T
0

) 

and this fact was used to obtain equation (12). i However, in the 



present case (y, V0) is no longer zero because the potentials 

contain spin and isotopic spin portions. Therefore, before we ean 

apply the equations of the preceding section, the contribution of 

these extra commutator terms must be shown to be small. A typical 

one of them is · 

(36) 

which, if we use the shell model to describe the carbon nucleus, 

is easily seen to be zero. Similarly, the other types of 

commutators (arising from tensor or isotopic spin dependent 

potentials) are also zero in this approximation. Thus, within the 

validity of this model it is justifiable to drop the conunutator 

terms and use all the formulas that were derived in connection 

with the harmonic oscillator problem. This, admittedly, is a 

rather uncertain procedure but the agreement of the final results 

with experiment justifies it to some extent and, in addition, it 

would not be possible in our present state of knowledge to 

evaluate these terms even if we should decide to keep them. 

\ 
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Having dropped terms arising from the commutator (V, V0 ), 

the analysts proceeds just as it did in the previous section and 

we may use equation (23) to get the following expressi.on for the 

di.fferential cross section 

2 
do-= 

d.O..dq 

where -

i.* I i i. 12 N. v~- v~ 
...l p-q p=Jt ... 

IP = ~tl 

(37) 

( -L2.o~ 
Ni : J "\" 

0 
e dFi. (a functi.on of eleven variables), 

V~-q is the fouri.er transform of V(r
0
=ri)jl the A's are 

spi.nors; and the d.,... integration is over all the variables that 
i. 

appear in ~o Notice that we have included the 1 exchange ter.ms 1 

which were omitted from the equation for the current at the 

begi.nni.ng of this sectiono Furthermore, if the Born approximation 

is valid (and we will assume that it is) the term above 

involving the potentials can be replaced by the hUcleon-nucleon 

cross sectiono This gi.ves 

' 2 
do-

d.O..dq 

. 12 )f =~L 
. i.=l . 

(38) 

In making this substitution we are extrapolating somewhat since 

q is not equal to p cos e as it should be for the potential 



terms to be proportional to the cross section. However, provided 

q is fairly close to p cos a (as it will be) the error involved 

is \lmlall.. We have also dropped the superscript i from . N).. in 

the above formula since, aside from small coulomb effects, we 

expect the momentum distribution for all particles in the c~rbon 

nucleus to be the same. Finally, by multiplying (3S) by .!!!i we . . dE 

can get a formula for the cross section for scattering into the 

energy interval dE. It is 

=S 111 1
2 L d~ :::: O'"i .1!.. 1. d.Q. ,9:: 

dfrdE \P - q\ 112 
i:l 

(39) 

where 

\'nt = }1 ~l d't' · 

If, in this formu~a.,. we use for I~ 12 t~e gaussian 

momentum distribution given by Huddlestone and Henl~l the Jt 

integration can be done immediately (the limits are the same as 

before) to give the following formula for the differential cross 

section 

2 
do-

d.O.dE 

2( . a~2 - g~-p cos '7 

e ol.. 1M\ 

. (40) 



2 ' 2 2 
(here c)rt. is a constant such that h ct. /2lll = 16 Mev). Another 

. 2 
possible momentum distribution, g~ven by Chew and Goldberger , is 

= 2 
~,.. 

• 2 2 . 
(h p /2M = 18 Mev.) 

which leads to the .fonnula 

,. 2 
do-:-.= 

'dfi.dE 
_6. 1 

·W lp::qJ (~) 

(41) 

.for the differential cross section. In order to see w9ether ei~h~r 

of these energy spectra is in agreement with experiment we have 
. 0 

plotted, for e = 4lo5 and a bombarding energy o.f 340 Mev, 
. ' * 

equations (40), Q41), and the experimental spectrum • From the .·. 
high energy portion of this graph where multiple effects are least 

important it is clear that the Chew-Goldberger distribution is 

incorrect because it contains too mapy high momentum components • .. '~ ' 

On the other hand, the ~auss~an distribution gives a fair 

fit so we will do all further calculations with it. However, 

* Mr. John Cl.adis has kindly given me permission to use his data 
on the energy distribution of 340·· Mev protons scattered from 
carbon. His curves1 which are still preliminary, are for angles 
of scattering of 22° and 41.;0

• 



l ... • , 

before we can use equation (4l) to make a quantitative comparison 

with the experimental data~ a correction must be made for multiple 

scatterings of the bombarding proton within the carbon nucleuso At 

22° this correction is .small (it is the low energy tail of the 

experiMental curve in figure 5)~ but at larger angles it becomes 

increasingly important, affecting both the shape of the spectrum 

and the position of the maximum~ (see, for example, figo 6)o To 

get some idea of this effect we will calculate the energy spectrum 

of doubly scattered protons and then assume that scatterings in 

which a greater number of collisions occur give similar distributionso 

Actually, this approximation will not be bad since the energy 

distributions of'multiply scattered protons are all quite smooth 

and, moreover 9 the processes of higher multiplicity probably will 

not c,ontribute very highly. What error there is will consist of 

underestimating the low energy portion of the spectrum and over-

estimating the higher part for~ as the number of collisions goes up, 

the energy of the outgoing particles tends to be lowero 

The simplest way to estimate the double collision spectrum 

is to neglect the effects of the momentum distribution ot the 

scattering nucleons and consider the energy as uniquely dete.rmined 

by the angle of scattering through the formula q : p cos So This 

assumption leads to the following integral for the energy distribution 

• 



where we integrate over values of Ela e1 ~ e2, and ¢2 consistent with 

( 9 is the angle 

of scatteringo) (In obtaining this expression the differential 

cross sections for nucleop=nucleon scattering were taken to be 

constant in the center of mass system-=the factors 16~ cos e1 , and 

cos 82 appearing when the element of solid angle is transformed 

from center of mass to laboratory system~) , A short calculation 

gives for the spectrum 

dN 
' 6 2 
1 o- <!/J 

dEdfi 

[ 
, 2 2 E ) 2 0. E 2] t E

0 
(1 = jJ )y.; = ro =jJ (cosO= E;'" ) 

where the integration is carried out over values of ~ that make 

the square root in the denominator realo This is a standard 

elliptic integral which can be evaluated with a table of elliptic 

functionso The distribution 9 which is plotted for e : 22° and 
0 

41 in figure 2~ has two important features that do not change 

when the effect of the nuclear momenta is includedo These are the 

general smoothness of the cross section and the rise toward lower 

energyo On the other hand~ the sharp cut off at the high energy 

end of the spectrum is completely wiped out by a treatment that takes 

into account the momentum distribution of particles within th.e 

nucleuso Unfortunately$ such a treatment leads to an unmanageable 

multiple integrals so we have used the Monte Carlo method to 
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evaluate it and gain-some idea of how the high energy portior1s of the 

curves in figure 2 are modifiedo Since this method-has been discussed 

in considerable detail in the litera.ture3, we will present here only 

the :results of the calculationo ·; Figures 3 and 4 give histograms of 

the energy distrib~tions obtained for 340 Mev protons doubly scattered 
. 0 0 

from carbon at angles of 20 and 40 o In deriving these, equation 

•• {40) was used for the energy distribution after a single scattering . 

and~ to save time in doing the tedious numerical work, only angles 
. ' 0 

of scattering: (for a single scattering) of less than 60 were 

considered, which is the reason there are no points on the histograms 

for ver,y low energies. Incidentally~ each block in these represents 

about twenty five particles that were followed, from which it is 

clear that the statistical errors are of the magnitude to-be expectedo 

The curves, whic~ have been drawn-in a smooth way through the histo

grams, preserve the two features that were mentioned earliero They .. 

will be used,. along with equation {40) to obtain curves of the 

energy spectrao 

The £inal step in gettir1g these energy distributions is to 

obtain an estimate of the ratio of double to single collisionso To 

do this accurately is a formidable problem but, fortunately,. all 

we need is a fairly rough answer since the high energy _end of the 

spectr\lmll which is the best place' to test the assumed momentum 

distributions is not affected much by the admixture of double 
·, 

collisions a_ This ratio is derived by assumir1g the incident proton 

goes in a straight line through the nucleus {neglecting the ch&Ilge 
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in path length caused by scattering) and then calculating the 

probability of making a single collision. ''.From this the multiple 

collision probability is easily obtained by a·subtraction. The 

average distance the incoming proton travels in the nuclear matt~r 

is ~ R where R is the radius of the carbon nucleus. Using 

this relation the-probability of making a single scattering is 

= JJt/3).. 
4R/3).. e 

· (X is the mean free path in nuclear matter), and the multiple 

collision probability is~ by subtraction 

1 = e 
4R/3X \ 

= JJt/31\ e 

The ratio of these two probabilities is calcUlated using the 

\ . 4 values R and 1\ given by Fernbach • Knowing it, the mixture 

of double and single collision curves is determined by the fact 

that the ratio of their areas must be ~iven by the ratios of the 

probabilities above. 

The final cross sections, which turn out to be about a one-

to-one mixture of single and double collisions, are plotted in 
,: 0 0 

figures 5 and 6'(for 22 and 41.5) along with the experimental 

spectra for these angles. The area under ~he experimental and 
0 

theoretical curves is the same in each case. At 41.5 the peak of 

the graph is affected considerably by the admixture of double 
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. collisions wherea-s at the smaller angle this is not true. Therefore 

the best place to test the momentum.distribution will be at 22°. 

0 
However, the 41.5 data. does have a value becau5e it serves to check 

the theory and gives u~ confidence in the deductions made from 

spectra at smaller angles. The reason the theoretical curve lies 

above the experimental in this case is that we have treated all 

multiple collisions as being double. Scatterings of high multiplitity 

should contribute less at high energies and therefore the theoretical 

curve should actually be somewhat lower there. 
0 

At 22 j unfortunately, the experimental data is rather poor 

and very little can be said about the momentum distribution beyond 

the fact that the one we have used is adequate. What is really 

needed, of course, is a series of fairly accurate experimental 

spectra at various angles. -With these one could determine the 

momentum distribution from the data at one angle and then check it, 

and the whole theory as well, by examining the fit at other angles. 

However, until such data is. available it is interesting to see that 

the spectra at two angles can be understood in terms of a simple 

model and that this fit, crude though it may be, already fixes the 

momentum distribution to a considerable extent. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Single collision spectra for various momentum distributions. 

· 2. Double collision spectra neglecting m~mentum distribution of 

target nucleons. 

3. Double collision spectrum at 22°. 

. 0 
4. Double collision spectrum at 41~5 • 

5. Total spectrumat 22°? 

0 6. Total spectrum at 41.5 • 
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